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Abstract
Genome and transcriptome sequencing fields generate huge sets of sequences [1],
that are often chopped in voluminous sets of k-mers for their further analysis, which
brings its own share of high performance problems. To extract relevant pieces of
information from the large data sets generated by current sequencing techniques, one
must rely on extremely scalable methods and solutions. In this work we present a
straightforward indexing structure that scales to billions of elements and we propose
three direct applications based on k-mer diversity to explore (meta-)genomics and
transcriptomics data sets.
Indexing has often been proven extremely expensive for large scale problems,
while being a fundamental need in this field. For addressing the problem of scalability,
we rely on an in-house library (BBhash) to construct Minimal Perfect Hash. This
implementation distinguishes itself in its ability to construct a Minimal Perfect
Hash Function for up to 100 billions elements in hours [2, 3], with limited memory
fingerprint (< 4 bits per element). We combine this Minimal Perfect Hash Function
with a quasi-dictionary to associate information to the elements indexed.
We present two applications for short reads data: Short Read Connector
Counter and Short Read Connector Linker. We use the quasi-dictionary for
indexing k-mers and keeping track of their related pieces of information, enabling
to scale up large (meta-)genomic instances. Short Read Connector Counter
links any read to its estimated abundance in a collection of samples. Short Read
Connector Linker second connects any read from a given sample to similar reads
in the data set [4].
Furthermore we present advances in the latest application, Long Read Connector RNA. Contrary to the previous applications, the input reads are long,
erroneous reads from last generation of transcriptome sequencing (PacBio’s IsoSeq,
Nanopore [5, 6]). These sequences give a novel insight in transcriptomic analysis
because a read often corresponds to a full length transcript. In this context, Long
Read Connector RNA is designed to enable recruiting reads partly sharing their
exon contents. In particular, alternative transcripts coming from a same gene will be
connected.
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In addition to the applications we propose, we believe that many tools could
benefit from the fundamental data structure (Minimal Perfect Hash Function +
quasi-dictionary) we propose.
MPHF : BBhash is available at https://github.com/rizkg/BBHash
Applications: https://github.com/GATB/short read connector
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